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\alpha tl(\alpha ) .
$\frac{1}{\mu(\alpha)}=1\mathrm{i}_{1}11qarrow\inf_{\infty}q||q\alpha||r$.
$q\in \mathrm{Q}$ $||x||=\mathrm{m}\dot{\mathrm{n}}1i\in \mathrm{z}|x-i|$
AMarkoff [5] , $l^{l}\cdot(\alpha)<3$ \alpha $\mu(\alpha)$ . { $\mu.(x)|x\in \mathrm{R}^{1}f$ Lagrange spectruln
.
$\mathrm{A}(\mathrm{A}.\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{k}_{0}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}[5])\mathit{3}$ Lagrange spectrum $\{\sqrt{9m^{2}-4}/\cdot m\}$ $m$
. $m_{1},$ $\mathrm{n}$?
$m^{2}-\vdash\cdot m_{1}^{2}+m_{2}^{2}=3mm_{1}\cdot m_{2_{i}}$ $m_{1}\leq m_{l}.m_{2}\leq\cdot m$ . (1)
$u$ mod $m$, \pm m $1/m_{2}$ $v \text{ }v=\frac{\mathrm{c}\prime^{2}+1}{m}$ . Markoff
2 $(x, y)$ .
$f_{m}(X_{iy)}=\cdot mx^{2}+(3m-2u)xy+(v-3u)y^{2}J^{\cdot}$ (2)
‘ $\alpha$ $f_{m}(x, 1)=0$
$\mu(\alpha)=\sqrt{9m^{2}-4}/m$ . (3)
$\mu.(\beta)<3$ Markoff \beta . 2 p, q
$\mathit{0}_{i}.b_{i}$ ci., d $ad$. $-bc\pm 1$
$q= \frac{aq+b}{c\eta+d}.i$
.
H.Cohn [1] Bernouui Markoff
.
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$W(a_{i}b)$ $a$ $b$ .
$c\iota$. $l$, , W $=W_{0}W_{1}\cdots(W_{i}\in\{c\iota_{\mathrm{z}}.\{,\})$ $|W|\in \mathrm{R}$






















Bernouffi $H(.x_{\vee})$ . ’
$H(x)=G(x., 1)c(x.2)’\cdots$ ,
$G(x_{J}.n)=\lfloor nx\rfloor-\lfloor(n$. $-1)X\rfloor$ .
$c^{\mathrm{t}}(X)$ .
$G(x)=\cdots G(x, -1)G(X_{!}.0)c(x., 1)G(x, 2)\cdots$ .
$\mathrm{W}(\mathrm{O},1)$ $\mathrm{W}(1,2)$ \mbox{\boldmath $\phi$} .
$\phi:\{$
$0arrow 11$ ,
1 $arrow 22$ .
$\mathrm{B}$ .




, $\mu(\alpha)<3$ $x\in \mathrm{Q}\cap[0,1|$ $\alpha$ [ $\phi(H(x\mathrm{I})|$
Bemmoulli $H(x)$ , H.Cohn [2] $l^{\iota=3}$ .
$\mathrm{D}$ ( $\mathrm{H}$.Cohn [2]) x\in $[0,1]$
$\mu\cdot([\phi(H(_{X)})]\mathrm{I}=3$ .
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$\mu(\alpha)=3$ \alpha . [7]




$\mathrm{D}$ . $\mu(\alpha)=3$ \alpha
. Bernoulli
. . $N$ $F_{N}$ N Farey .
$F_{N}=$
$\{\frac{r}{q}|(p.q)=1, p_{J}.q\in \mathrm{Q}. \mathit{0}\leq\frac{r}{q}\leq 1_{i} 1\leq q\leq N\}$
$x=n./\cdot m\neq \mathit{0}(n., m)=1$ | $\underline{G^{t}(X)}\in W(\mathrm{O}., 1)$ . $u$ $u=1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{X}\{y\in$
$F_{7}$ $|y<x$ } . k $l4$ .
$\underline{C_{J}^{\mathrm{t}}(X)}=\cdots G(x$ . $-1)G’(Xi\mathrm{O})G(u’.1)\cdots G(\cdot uki)G(x_{J}.1\mathrm{I}^{G}(X2)i$ . . $,$ .
x $=n/m\neq 1(\cdot r\iota_{:}m)=1$ $\overline{G(x)}$ .
$\overline{G(x)}=\cdots G’(x_{J}.-1)G(x, 0)G(\cdot u_{i}1)\cdots G\gamma(u., k)G(X.1)’(GX_{i}2)\cdots 2$
$u=1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\{y\in F_{m}|y<x\}$ $k$ $u$ .
$C,$ $D\in$ $W(\mathit{0}_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}..b)$ $C$ D subword ( ) $E,$ $F\in W(\mathit{0},., b)$
$D=ECF$ .
$S^{\mathrm{t}}\in W(\mathit{0}_{I}..b\mathrm{I}$ . $N$ $D_{S}(N)$ $D_{5^{\urcorner}}.(N)$
.
Ds(N $=$ {$p\in W(\mathit{0}..,$ $b)|p$ S sub word $|p|=\Lambda^{\Gamma}$ },
$D_{S}$ (N $=$ $\{p\in W(\mathit{0}_{i}.b)|p$ $S$ $|p|=N\}_{i}$
$|p|$ $P$ letter $a,$ $b$ .
$x.,$ $y\in[0_{i}.1]$ $x\leq y$ $S\in W(\mathit{0}_{i} 1)$ (1) (4) –




$)$ $=$ $\cup$ $D_{G\prime}\mathit{1}\backslash ^{-}(_{-})(.\mathrm{I}_{:}$
$–\in[x.y]$
(2) $N$ $X\in \mathrm{Q}$
$D_{>^{\urcorner}}.\cdot(f\backslash \overline{\prime})$ $=$ $\cup$ $D_{G)}(\wedge\sim(N)\cup D_{\underline{G(}}x)(N)’$.
$\approx\in[x.y]$
(3) $N$ , $y\in \mathrm{Q}$
$D_{S}(N)$ $=$ $\cup$ $D_{G(z)}(N)\cup D_{\overline{G(y)}}(N)_{i}$
$z\in[.\tau,y]$
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(4) $N$ $x_{!}.y\in \mathrm{Q}$
$D_{\mathrm{L}}.(\mathrm{s}N)$ $=$
$\bigcup_{\approx\in 1x.y]}D_{G}(z)(N)\cup D\underline{G(x)}(N)\cup D(N\overline{G(y)})$
.
S (i) $(1 \leq i\leq 4)$ $S$ $\mathrm{t}\}^{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}i$ super Bernoulli
. .
3 $\alpha\in \mathrm{R}$ \mu (\alpha ) $\leq 8$ . [$a_{0_{i}}a1\cdot,$ $\cdots|$ \alpha .
$n$. $m\geq n$. $\mathit{0}_{m}.\in\{1_{i}2\}i$ $x_{i}y(0\leq x\leq y\leq 1)$




$A=aann+1an+2\ldots$ . ( $X_{iy)}(0\leq x\leq y\leq 1)$ $(x., y)$ super Bernoulli $S$
$A\in W(1., 2)$ N ,
$D_{4\lrcorner}.(N)=D_{\emptyset(}’(s)N)$ .
$\mu([A])\leq 3$,
1 $x=y$ $x$ $S$ iype 1 super Bemmoulll .
$\mathrm{C}$ . A $=\phi(s’)$
.
1 $\alpha\in \mathrm{R}$ tZ(\alpha ) $\leq 3$ . $[a_{0}., a_{1_{i}}\cdots]$ \alpha . $C$
$k_{j}l$ i $a_{k}=\mathit{0}_{k+1}.=\cdots=a_{k+l}$‘ $l<C$ .




[8] . Markoff spectruln
lv(\alpha ) $<3$ $\alpha$ . $\alpha$
digiI . [3] Chapter 2 .




p(i) . tt([A]) $\leq 3$
$N>4$ , $m$ n $>m$ , $a_{n}o_{n+1}$. $\cdot$ . . +N-l
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.
12222 $a_{n}an+1\ldots a_{n}+N-1$ $a_{n}a_{n+1}\cdots a_{n+N-}1$ –
. $\cdot$
$1_{2r(\circ)\prime}$.
$1_{20}21_{2}(1)‘ \mathit{2}_{2}\Gamma()2r\ldots 221_{2r}(k)221_{2(}rk+1\rangle,\cdot$ (4)
$r(\mathrm{O})$ $t\cdot(k+1)$ $7^{\cdot}(i)(1\leq i\leq k)$ $(A)$ $(B)$ .$\cdot$
$(A)$ $i_{\mathrm{c}}..j(1\leq i., j\leq k)|_{\llcorner}^{-\wedge}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{j}\text{ }$ $|\cdot|(i)-r(.i)|\leq 1$ r(0), $r(k+1) \leq\max_{1\leq i\leq k}\{r(i)_{f}1$ .
$(B)$
$i(i1\leq i<k)$ , | $\delta:=r(i+1)-\cdot|^{*}(i)=\pm 1$
.
$i>0$ | }$\cdot(i+1+j)-r(i-.j)\neq 0$ $k$ ($0<k<$ j)|
$r(i+1+k)-)’(i-k)=0$ , $t’(i+1+\dot{j})-?\cdot(i-j)=-\delta$ . .
21111 \sim +++1 $\mathit{0}_{n+N-}.1$ 1 .
1 Bernoulli ( – ) .
2 .
2 $A\in W(1.2)$, .$\cdot$
$A=\mathit{0}_{0^{o_{1}}}..\ldots=1_{p(0})‘ \mathit{2}_{p}(1)1_{p}(2)2_{p(3)}\cdots\in W(1.2)\prime\prime$.
$p(i)(i=0.1’., \cdots)$ . $\iota 5’=\phi^{-1}(A)=\mathit{8}0^{\backslash }.-.1\ldots i$ $6_{i}^{\cdot}\in\{0., 1\}$ .
$l^{\iota([A|)}\leq 3$ . $N$ . $m$ n $\geq m$
: $s_{\mathrm{z}^{S}n.+’+},1\ldots \mathit{8}_{l}N-1$ x\in $[0_{j}1]$ $G’(x)$ .
Bernoulli . Bernoulli \
supel$\cdot$ Bernoulli . $G(x)$ $x$ .
.
1 $S’\in\nu V(0_{i}1)$ . .$\cdot$
$|$ Es $| \leq\frac{2}{|S’|}$ .
$E_{S}=$ { $x\in[0_{:}1]|\iota\backslash$’ $G(x)$ }.
Bernoulli [$4|$
3 Super Bernoulli
Super Bernoulli $x_{J}$.y(O\geq x\geq y\geq l) $\}$ Super
Bernoulli .
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2 $X_{-}.\prime y\in[0,1](x\leq y)$ type (1) super Bernoulll . $x$
. type (2) super Bernoulli . $y$ tyPe (3) super
$13\epsilon^{1}1^{\cdot}11\mathrm{O}1111\mathrm{i}\text{ }$ . $x$ and $y$ type (4) super Bernoulh
.
BernoulIi Strumian complexlty $n+1$ .
S $\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}P_{S}()$ . $n$
$P_{S}(n)=\# D_{S}(n)$ .
super Bernoulli $7^{1}\rfloor \mathrm{I}\text{ }\dot{\text{ }}\dot{\text{ }}|\dot{\mathrm{h}}_{\backslash }$. colllplexity
$(x_{j}y)\dot{\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{P}.\mathrm{e}.\dot{D}^{\mathrm{a}}l\supset\sim:|\mathrm{X}\text{ }4\text{ }\Gamma S\text{ }\dot{t}\mathrm{J}^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\backslash P^{*}\mathrm{C}^{1}\mathrm{O}111\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$
. $P^{*}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{P}^{1\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{y}:P_{\mathrm{L}}^{*}\urcorner(\backslash )$ . ( –
) $n$ .. .
P $(n)=\mathfrak{g}D_{\mathrm{S}(}’\mathrm{c}.n)$ .
^o-o 3 $x,$ $y\in[0,1](x\leq y)$ . $S’$. (X, $y$ ) super Bemoulli . : $N_{i}$
$P_{S}^{*}(N)=$
’
$N+1+ \sum_{i=1}NF(X, y;i)$ $x<y_{r}$.
$N$
$\sim\{$
+1 $x=y$ $x$ ,
(5)
$N+1$ $N\leq m-1$ ,
$x=y$ $x$ ,
$m$ $N\geq m$
$F(x.y’;i)=\#\{.q\in \mathrm{Q}|x<q<y.$, $q$ $\leq i_{f}^{1}$ .
m x .
type
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